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                    BuildMyHealth 


                                            Lower BMI, Raise ROI! Whether You’re An Insurance Or Cash-Based Practice, We’ve Helped Providers Generate $250K+ In MONTHLY Recurring Revenue!
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                    KeraFactor by SkinQRI 


                                            SkinQRI was founded by Amy Forman Taub, MD, FAAD, and James Bartholomeusz to provide clear, conscious, and credible solutions to the world's most difficult cosmetic and clinical skin issues.
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                    Dr. Catherine Davies 


                                            Dr Cathy is a medical doctor know for her TV show, Outpatients. She is an aesthetics and Hair transplant doctor and is a published author. Dr Cathy is a mom of three and passionate about helping children who have suffered from burn injuries.
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                    Dr. Steven Victor 


                                            Dr. Victor is the inventor of “Ultrasonic Cavitation Technology” for manufacturing Stromal Vascular Fraction Cells (SVFC’s) from Lipoaspirate as well as other Medical Device and Pharmaceutical Products.
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                    Dr. Alan J. Bauman, MD, ABHRS 


                                            Board-certified Hair Transplant Surgeon
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                    Dr. Joni Collins DMS PAC CAC 


                                            Dr. Joni Collins is a highly accomplished medical professional with a Doctor of Medical Science degree from Lincoln Memorial University in Harrrogate, Tennessee.
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                    Cutera AviClear®


                                            Brisbane, California-based Cutera is a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners worldwide. Since 1998, Cutera has been developing innovative, easy-to-use products that enable physicians and other qualified practitioners to offer safe and effective aesthetic treatments to their patients.
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                    Bellatox Boutique


                                            Bella’s gentle touch has been cultivated by several years of experience in aesthetics and beauty, as well as over a decade’s experience in nursing. The elegantly tasteful establishment will offer non-invasive neurotoxins, dermal fillers, makeup, brows, facial treatments, customized skincare, Kybella, dermaplaning, peels, mirconeedling, PDO threads all with a personalized touch. Along with her new location in Southern Indiana in collaboration with her Medical Director Juan Quintero, MD of JQ plastics. Dr Juan Quintero specializes in the practice of plastic surgery and reconstructive surgery for both adults and pediatrics. For 10 years he has been a recognized and talented surgeon in the medical community.
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                    MD360 LIFE


                                            MD360 is a trendsetter and innovator in the field of aesthetic treatments, branding, and technology launches. Our mission is to serve as an incubator and bridge for international companies, welcoming powerful minds, innovative groups, compassionate motives, and exciting new procedures to the US aesthetics market.
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                    Accents Cosmetic Surgery and Medical Spa
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                    Kimberly Clemente


                                            Kimberly Clemente is creating waves in the aesthetic industry with her EXPERT creative techniques with BOTOX and FILLER’s! Her facial transformations are unlike any others.
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                                            Sciton’s mission is to provide systems that are technical and performance leaders for their applications; offer unparalleled reproducibility, efficacy and speed; give physicians the highest possible value; provide extraordinary reliability and durability, and solve real problems to improve the human condition.  Our commitment to our customers’ success is not limited to the performance of our systems. We also offer comprehensive clinical training and practice marketing programs to ensure they have all the building blocks to successfully incorporate their new investment into their practice and immediately enhance their bottom line. Additionally, our Customer Support and Service departments are responsive and ready to assist any queries relating to any and all customer needs.
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                                            Natalie M. Curcio, MD, MPH
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                                            Websults has been designing and developing sophisticated web applications for over 12 years.
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                    Dr. Joni Collins DMS PAC CAC


                                            Twelve Twenty Eight was founded upon the need for a complete mobile medical treatment center.
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                                            We offer more than 12 exclusive formulations for IV vitamin Infusions.
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                    BuildMyHealth 


                                            Lower BMI, Raise ROI! Whether You’re An Insurance Or Cash-Based Practice, We’ve Helped Providers Generate $250K+ In MONTHLY Recurring Revenue!
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                    Aestra Institute


                                            The Aestra Institute is dedicated to providing best-in-class, educational CE accredited courses to medical professionals looking to expand their skills and practices. Our mission statement is to provide intimate training seminars to gain confidence with medical aesthetics. We strive to achieve excellence in both skills and knowledge base within both didactic and clinical application. We perform at a 2:1 ratio with expert key leaders in the industry. Hands on educational seminars that offer comprehensive skill building in a small class size with exceptional key leaders with over 10 years as aesthetic international instructors.
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                    Epicutis


                                            Based in Boulder, Colorado, Epicutis is a science-based, luxury professional skincare line that treats skin health and not age. 
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                    Nataliya Omelchenko


                                            We’re YellowBlu MedSpa, and we’ve been a medical spa and skincare clinic here in Wheeling, IL, since 2018. We specialize in laser hair removal, body contouring, and injections, and we also offer mesotherapy, facials, chemical peels, manicures, pedicures, and more.
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                    The Med Spa


                                            Dr. Kamii is the founder of THE MED SPA™ located in Southwest Florida.
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                    Steven Victor


                                            Dr. Victor is the inventor of “Ultrasonic Cavitation Technology” for manufacturing Stromal Vascular Fraction Cells (SVFC’s) from Lipoaspirate as well as other Medical Device and Pharmaceutical Products.
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                    Cutera TruBody®


                                            Brisbane, California-based Cutera is a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners worldwide. Since 1998, Cutera has been developing innovative, easy-to-use products that enable physicians and other qualified practitioners to offer safe and effective aesthetic treatments to their patients.
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                    Aesthetic Atelier


                                            Rachel Suliburk and her husband Dr. James Suliburk are excited to bring a one of a kind “atelier” medical aesthetic experience to Houston. Combining their unique and equally impressive skills as physician and nurse, Aesthetic Atelier has created an identity that is synonymous with refined, high quality and proven medical aesthetic procedures.
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                    Elizabeth Cool


                                            While now having years of experience in skin care, and cosmetics also having have had over the years many clients in the entertainment business she continues to work in this profession today.
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                    KeraFactor by SkinQRI 


                                            SkinQRI was founded by Amy Forman Taub, MD, FAAD, and James Bartholomeusz to provide clear, conscious, and credible solutions to the world's most difficult cosmetic and clinical skin issues.
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                    Sono Bello


                                            In just over a decade, Sono Bello® has grown into an industry leader with 80+ locations spanning across the United States. Our growth is made possible by an amazing team of board-certified surgeons that are now 185+ strong, as well as our entire team of dedicated Sono Bello team members.  With our eyes to the future, we look forward to opening even more locations in the coming years. We also look forward to further advances in the tools and techniques of our craft, so we can always provide our patients with the most advanced micro laser liposuction procedures and the most amazing results available.
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                    Glenna Rene Pick ARNP at Beauty Bar & Medspa


                                            Co-owner and founder of Beauty Bar and Medspa in Palm Harbor and Clermont
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                    Ageless Aesthetics


                                            Shelley Clayton, FNP-C
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                    BBL HERO By Sciton


                                            Quality is more than a mantra at Sciton. It's our obsession. From design and manufacturing, through post-sale service, we are committed to producing and supporting systems that exceed expectations.
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                    RSVP Beauty Clinic


                                            Dr. Giselle Villar is a specialist physician and a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada who is certified in non-surgical aesthetic procedures.
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                    Dr. Golberg wellness and functional medicine


                                            Board-certified in Family Medicine, Osteopathic, Anti-Aging, and Regenerative medicine, Dr. Alexander Golberg has improved the health of thousands of patients who had suffered from chronic pain with an osteopathic, hands-on approach. Dr. Golberg received his two medical degrees from St. Petersburg Medical Academy and New York College of Osteopathic Medicine. He completed his fellowship at the American Academy of Anti-Aging and served as chief resident at the Peninsula Hospital.
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                    Rachel Lozina, Owner Blue Water Spa


                                            Rachel Lee Lozina truly loves what she does and takes pride in her passion and knowledge about skin care.
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                    Cutera excel® V+


                                            Brisbane, California-based Cutera is a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners worldwide. Since 1998, Cutera has been developing innovative, easy-to-use products that enable physicians and other qualified practitioners to offer safe and effective aesthetic treatments to their patients.
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                    Dr. Jack Chang


                                            Jack Chang, MD, is a graduate of Yale University and the University of British Columbia Medical School. After completing his postgraduate training in Prince George, BC, he started his career serving rural and remote communities in BC, Yukon, and Nunavut before joining Pollock Clinics in 2014.
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                    Apex Dermatology


                                            Apex Dermatology is made up of a team of experienced and compassionate providers specializing in medical, surgical, and aesthetic dermatology. With 14 locations throughout Northeast Ohio, our practice is driven by one common purpose: to transform lives through healthy skin. At Apex, we work with our patients to help them achieve their aesthetic goals by offering a variety of treatments including Botox®, fillers, lasers, microneedling, body contouring and more. Our priority is to make our patients feel empowered in their own skin while maintaining natural, beautiful results.
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                    Dr. Nik Rana


                                            Dr. Rana has a strong commitment to excellence, not only to himself but also his patients. He is a Double Board-Certified Facial Plastic Surgeon, a prestigious and highly coveted certification that is bestowed to those who complete a rigorous head and neck surgical training program over a period of several years. He has committed himself to working under the most elite surgeons in the country, and is now practicing at Rana Facial Plastic Surgery Center in Frisco, TX.
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                    Michael Kurzman, MD


                                            Dr. Michael Kurzman is a respected, board-certified dermatologist practicing in Staten Island, New York; near Rossville and Pleasant Plains. From his offices, he specializes in the treatment of skin conditions including acne, psoriasis, mole removal, hyperhidrosis and offers anti-aging treatments involving Botox and fillers.
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                    Rezenerate NanoFacial


                                            Best. Facial. Ever.
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                    AgeJET


                                            NEOconcepts is a leading national distributor of high-end FDA cleared devices in the Aesthetic market.
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                                            DefenAge
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                    Tammy Wolf RN, CANS


                                            Tammy Wolf RN, CANS ABAAHP is one of Houston’s most respected and experienced nurse injectors with over twenty years of experience.
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                    Akis Ntonos


                                            Akis is a Family Nurse Practitioner in New York City. He is the lead injector and trainer for a national MedSpa chain, as well as the co-founder of Aion Aesthetics. 
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                                            The aesthetic marketplace for new and pre-owned devices.
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                    Joseph A. Mele, III, MD, FACS


                                            Over the last 20 years, Joseph Mele, MD, FACS, has emerged as one of the premier cosmetic plastic surgeons in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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                                            Sciton’s mission is to provide systems that are technical and performance leaders for their applications
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                                            Manage your practice, patients and marketing in one place.
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                    Dr. Alan J. Bauman, MD, ABHRS


                                            Board-certified Hair Transplant Surgeon
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                    DermaConcepts/Environ Skin Care


                                            Skin care line backed by science
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                    Morad Askari, MD


                                            Dr. Morad Askari is a board-certified reconstructive & plastic surgeon in Miami, FL, with over a decade of experience in plastic, cosmetic & reconstructive surgery.
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                    Amir Moradi, MD


                                            Board-certified Plastic Surgeon
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                    Dr. Michael Hughes


                                            Michael Hughes, MD is board certified in General Surgery and is licensed in multiple states including California and Utah. He graduated from the University of Texas at Austin ( LONGHORNS ) with a degree in Biology and then obtained his medical doctorate from the University of Texas Medical Branch on a scholarship from the United States Air Force. Following his passion for surgery, Dr. Hughes performed a Surgical Residency and Thoracic Surgery Fellowship at Keesler AFB Medical Center in Mississippi.
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                    Dr. Cathy


                                            Dr Cathy is a medical doctor know for her TV show, Outpatients. She is an aesthetics and Hair transplant doctor and is a published author. Dr Cathy is a mom of three and passionate about helping children who have suffered from burn injuries.
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                    Essential Aesthetics and Laser


                                            Located in Charlotte, NC, Essential Aesthetics and Laser is a family-owned, boutique-style medical spa
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                    Carissa Alinat, PhD APRN


                                            Dr. Carissa Alinat is a Nurse Practitioner and Master Aesthetic Injector at Living Young Center in Palm Harbor, Florida, where she has a loyal client base. She has a large following on Instagram; clients include celebrities and other medical professionals.
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                    Dr. Ken Anderson, MD, FISHRS, ABHRS


                                            Dr. Ken Anderson, MD, FISHRS, ABHRS is the founder of Anderson Center for Hair, a state-of-the-art hair transplant center with two purpose-built facilities, one in Atlanta and the other in Alpharetta, Georgia. Dr. Anderson uniquely stands as the only board-certified facial plastic surgeon in the world with over 25 years dedicated exclusively to the specialty of hair restoration surgery. He is board certified by the American Board of Hair Restoration Surgery, the American Board of Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery, and the American Board of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery. 
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                    Prejuvenation Aesthetics – Shannon Synoracki, MHS, PA-C


                                            As the founder of Prejuvenation Aesthetics, Shannon Synoracki, MHS, PA-C brings a measured, holistic approach to non-surgical facial rejuvenation. She believes prevention is key when it comes to anti- aging. “I want to take away the stigma associated with aesthetic treatments. By being proactive with injectables, medical-grade skin care, and skin treatments, it is possible to slow the aging process and look like the best version of yourself.”
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                    Cutera Secret™ RF


                                            Brisbane, California-based Cutera is a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners worldwide. Since 1998, Cutera has been developing innovative, easy-to-use products that enable physicians and other qualified practitioners to offer safe and effective aesthetic treatments to their patients.
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                    Cutera Inc.


                                            Brisbane, California-based Cutera is a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners worldwide. Since 1998, Cutera has been developing innovative, easy-to-use products that enable physicians and other qualified practitioners to offer safe and effective aesthetic treatments to their patients.
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                    Cutera Secret™ PRO


                                            Brisbane, California-based Cutera is a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners worldwide. Since 1998, Cutera has been developing innovative, easy-to-use products that enable physicians and other qualified practitioners to offer safe and effective aesthetic treatments to their patients.
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                    Hillary Pfeiffer, CCE, LE, CMA, Laser Tech & Esthetician at Beauty Bar & Medspa


                                            With Over 25 years of Aesthetic Experience, Hillary believes staying innovative and up to date on cutting edge, technology for treatments and services that deliver results is key to offering the Best aesthetic services to her patients, so they achieve their desired outcome with fresh, polished and natural rejuvenated results. 
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                    Jessica Hunter


                                            Jessica Hunter is a business management consultant, specializing in the medical aesthetics industry. Jessica’s expertise’s are in marketing strategies including patient acquisition and retention as well as practice efficiencies, operational planning, financial assessment, and other general practice management issues.
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                    KeraFactor by SkinQRI


                                            SkinQRI was founded by Amy Forman Taub, MD, FAAD, and James Bartholomeusz to provide clear, conscious, and credible solutions to the world's most difficult cosmetic and clinical skin issues.
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                    Silagen / Newmedical Technology, Inc.


                                            Silagen products are a physician's partner in post-procedure care. Innovative therapeutic solutions for scar management, bruising and swelling are the key focus for the company and brand.
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                    ARC Plastic Surgery


                                            Dr. Jeremy White, a plastic surgeon serving the North Miami area, is one of the few surgeons in the country to be double board-certified in plastic surgery and otolaryngology (surgery of the head neck ears and nose). He has extensive experience in facial plastic surgery, breast surgery, and body contouring procedures. His world-renowned expertise with both cosmetic and nasal breathing-related conditions, as well as the use of breakthrough rhinoplasty procedures, attracts patients from across the globe to receive his Miami plastic surgery treatments.
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                    LYNN KING / FLEURIT PARFUMS


                                            a San Diego, California, USA based niche fragrance house, conceived in early 2022 by Lynn King, a New York native living in, and embracing, the coastal allure of Southern California.
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                    Jamie Howder, FNP-BC


                                            Nurse Practitioner
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                    Lindsey Gould


                                            Lindsey Gould has been licensed in the industry for 12 years.
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                    Bellatox PMU


                                             Sarah is a master aesthetician and permanent make-up artist who is passionate about helping clients to look and feel their best, inside and out. 
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                    Blush Medspa & Laser


                                            Blush Medspa & Laser is a Boutique Style Medspa located in Winter Garden, Florida
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                    D’vine Beauty Clinic Brenda Perez FNP-C, CSFA, MSN Advanced Injector


                                            Founder and owner of D’vine beauty clinic telemedicine and family care
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                    LYNN KING / FLEURIT PARFUMS


                                            a San Diego, California, USA based niche fragrance house, conceived in early 2022 by Lynn King, a New York native living in, and embracing, the coastal allure of Southern California.
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                    Bellatox PMU


                                             Sarah is a master aesthetician and permanent make-up artist who is passionate about helping clients to look and feel their best, inside and out. 
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                    Dr. Golberg wellness and functional medicine


                                            Board-certified in Family Medicine, Osteopathic, Anti-Aging, and Regenerative medicine, Dr. Alexander Golberg has improved the health of thousands of patients who had suffered from chronic pain with an osteopathic, hands-on approach. Dr. Golberg received his two medical degrees from St. Petersburg Medical Academy and New York College of Osteopathic Medicine. He completed his fellowship at the American Academy of Anti-Aging and served as chief resident at the Peninsula Hospital.
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                    Dr. Alan J. Bauman, MD, ABHRS 


                                            Board-certified Hair Transplant Surgeon
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                                            We offer more than 12 exclusive formulations for IV vitamin Infusions.
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                    ARC Plastic Surgery


                                            Dr. Jeremy White, a plastic surgeon serving the North Miami area, is one of the few surgeons in the country to be double board-certified in plastic surgery and otolaryngology (surgery of the head neck ears and nose). He has extensive experience in facial plastic surgery, breast surgery, and body contouring procedures. His world-renowned expertise with both cosmetic and nasal breathing-related conditions, as well as the use of breakthrough rhinoplasty procedures, attracts patients from across the globe to receive his Miami plastic surgery treatments.
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